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Abstract

Architecture and one of the leading poets of the eighth century AH, he was a gifted poet, has a high capacity to express emotions and feelings, and despite being a creative poet who devoted his life to poetry and has remained most loyal to him in obscurity among the poets who did not study, and remained his hair is important to achieve a scientific investigator This is what prompted me to achieve a scientific investigation into his hair, drawing on the manuscript of his bureau, and directed by the investigators hope that I have provided a modest service to Arab literature, and legacy eternal.

Excelled in architecture, poetry very adept, has made people asking for his hair and grabbed it, and the source of the ingenuity that fit with the emotions and meanings, and attested to the safety of copyright, and authenticity of art, and the depth of thinking .

The hair found in a wealth of material to reveal the nature of life experienced by the architecture, and features of the bus, his time is concerned, social unrest, and the pursuit of pleasures, which depicts the tragedy of our society, and reached the moral degeneration; therefore found that the poet worthy that combines poetry and study and achieve, it had the precious hair that makes him eligible for research and study.